TRINITY DEFEATS UPSALA OPEN SEASON WITH WIN

The Blue and Gold of Trinity opened its football season with a 14-0 win over Upsala on Saturday, October 1. The game was played at East Orange, N. J. With two minutes left on the clock, "Andy" Brown, veteran back of last year's team, carried the ball across the line for the only score of the entire game. The ball was carried into the scoring area by straight football.

The Trinity eleven placed their entire offensive threat in off-tackle and center plays. Passes were seldom used, and punts were only in necessity. Coach Merriman used his second string in the second half. This was the only period in the game when Upsala seriously threatened the Trinity defense. In the fourth quarter, by series of end runs, the Jesters went into the end zone to increase the lead of gold territory, but at this point the regulars were sent back into the game and stopped the onslaught.

The summary:

TRINITY UMPIRE

Hardman LE

Even LT

Kelly LG

Young BG

Sills GE

Marston QL

Knurke QB

Brown PB

Referee: Walter J. Kalasinsky

Johnson for Tropp, Brown; referee, H. George W. Morisson, of Delta Phi, of Nutley, N.J., is a graduate of Worcester College, is a member of the class of 1924. He is not pledged to any fraternity. Johnson, of Nutley, N.J., is pledged to Johnson for Forsberg, Z. H. Olson, of the Freshman class. W. Flanders Smith, Miller, A. Johnson for Law; touchdown, G. Ellsworth, Minnesota; touchdown, R. Larson for Paulson; touchdown, S. Spose; field goal, R. Larson for Paulson; conversion, S. Spose; conversion, A. Olsen; end zone pass, A. Johnson for Forsberg, Z. H. Olson; conversion, R. Larson for Paulson.

The first meeting of the College Body was held on Monday, October 3, at 9 o'clock in the Public Speaking Room. The new plan for the financing of student activities was found in the collection of funds necessary for carrying on undergraduate activities.

TROTT MEETING HELD

There was a regular meeting of the Medusa last Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock. A large audience of the society were guests of the Chapter at dinner, after which the meeting was held. It was decided that the Medusa would back the donation to the line in the collection of funds necessary for carrying on undergraduate activities.

JUNIOR MEETING HELD

O'Leary Elected President. A regular meeting of the Junior Class was held on Wednesday, October 5, at which time the election of officers for the Christmas term took place. The elections were as follows:

President, Stephen B. O'Leary; Vice-President, James F. Kelly; Secretary-Treasurer, Harwood Loomis; Business Manager of "Ivy," D. W. Gilmore.

The courses offered this year are as follows:

"Class Fund" Plan of Financing Discussed.
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THANKSGIVING WEEK-END

At the last college body meeting with the exception of a discussion of the collection of assessments, there was no business transacted. There was an inquiry as to whether or not anything had been done about the appointment of a professor of German. There was having been received on this point, a committee was appointed to consider the matter and present with great acclamation to petition the faculty for the Thanksgiving week-end, as a holiday. For the benefit of students who enjoy spending their holidays both as to last year's outcome and every house has the
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FACULTY CHANGES.

Seven New Members on Staff.

With the opening of the academic year there are seven changes in the Faculty, three of which are temporary. Professor Paul Spencer Wood, head of the English department at Grinnell College, Iowa, is acting head of the English department during the absence of Professor Odell Shepard on a year's leave of absence. Assistant Professor Sterling B. Smith returns to the chemistry department after a year's leave of absence for study, replacing Kenneth S. Buxton, who substituted for him last year. Assistant Professor Rinaldo L. Stasiuczuk, who has been on leave of absence from the chemistry department since 1921, has returned to resume his work, and plans an additional year's leave of absence for special research work at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Assistant Professor Frederick J. H. Burkett returns to the mathematics department after completing his work for a doctor's degree, replacing Howard T. Engstrom, an instructor last year.

The psychology department has been enlarged, with a full-time professor, R. R. W. Hunt, formerly of the University of Pennsylvania, in charge. Assistant Professor E. W. Spaulding replaces Assistant Professor Enos Philo Semmes in the department of history and political science. Donald Goodnow, formerly an instructor at Yale, will replace Assistant Professor Arthur F. R. Wadsworth in the physics department.

SENATE HOLDS MEETING.

There was a regular meeting of the Senate on Tuesday evening at the Alpha Delta Phi house. The most important business discussed was the new plan for the collection of funds to provide adequate activities. William F. Even, the President of the College board, presided.

EXTENSION COURSES.

(Continued from page 1, column 5)

Economic survey of Europe during the revolutionary epoch. Professor Edward P. Humphrey. Modern European history: An introduction to the national and international problems of modern Europe. Professor E. Wilder Spaulding. Latin: Medieval Latin selections, intended to develop facility in reading Latin, and to acquaint the readers with a new range of literature. Professor Leland B. LeRoux.

Library methods: The organization and use of the library. Professor Arthur Adams.

Actuarial mathematics: A course dealing primarily with some of the subjects required of those who take the examinations of the Actuarial Society of America. Professor Frederick J. H. Burkett.

Philosophy.

Philosophy: A rapid survey of philosophical sects and tendencies, intended as a guide for further reading. Professor Harry Todd Costello.

Psychology: Educational psychology, dealing with the fundamental concepts necessary to acquire psychological insight into the nature of the educational process in general.

The psychology department: Concerned with that trying period when the individual is emerging from childhood, and a notation of the causes and prevention or correction of undesirable behavior. Of especial interest to parents and teachers. Professor R. B. W. Hunt.

THE TRIPOD

OBIRE OCRULIS

When the old student returned to college this year he was immediately impressed with the improvements and the planned building program which are here. The forward steps taken by the administration are most promising which the college has seen in several years. The improvements are of such a character that we shall take time to discuss them in more detail.

The most encouraging improvement is the one which will aid in developing the rest, that is improvement in the student body by the entering Freshmen. The average Freshman in the class of '31 appears to be an individual with the proper view on college and with the necessary scholastic ability to remain in college. The class is for the first time composed of a large number of students whose scholastic ability is such that their work will carry in other fields than strict study. Consequently, the new men will not only be able to keep his mark up but will be able to give some of his time to develop in other ways. Not enough emphasis can be put in telling the student how absolutely necessary the right kind of studying is to his welfare in college. A man is to all use as the college if he is in danger of flunking. He will ridicule the faculty for giving him grades below passing and will resolutely in a manner entirely unsatisfactory for the proper advertising of the college. A man on probation will be somewhat similar and even then will be unable to participate in activities which will properly aid in establishing a better reputation for the college.

At the same time that we emphasize the necessity of adequate study we wish to say that a proper balance of study and campus activity should be followed. At this time they mention that being a member of the college is a very short time will be quite prominent among those which have the greatest prominence in educational and scholastic activity. This very minute leaders in preparatory schools tell their students of the desirability of the small college and at the same time they mention Trinity on account of her scholastic rating. It is true there are not champion teams here now, but there will be a time when the losses of the past will become the gains of the future. Among the plans for the development of the campus we find the construction of the first unit of the new gymnasmum and the new chemistry building which is so necessary today. Within two years, if those buildings are not already completed they will be well under way and will be available for use as fast as the administration can get them in the proper condition. The "vision of 1923" is now taking shape so solidly that it ceases to be a vision and nears the state of actuality.

Olivier Occurs wishes to emphasize the importance of "The Tripod" not only as a campus paper but as a definite link in the chain of relations between the student body and the alumni. There has always been a desire for "The Tripod" among the younger men in this class, and it is probably mentioned in another part of this issue, and to be on the staff of the paper is a worthwhile thing. Freshmen who take the opportunity to make use of the advantages offered by "The Tripod" will be well rewarded if they only spend a few minutes each day doing some little thing. It will be a help to the college and a means of promoting one of the most necessary of the undergraduate interests.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY

Established English University style, tailored over youthful charts sold for fast published service in the United States.

By Special Appointment Our Store is the Charter House

The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Stackpole, Moore, Tryon Co.
115 Asylum Street
London Hartford Paris

The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Company

53 Trumbull Street, Hartford, Conn.

THE QASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY

1923 Zion Street

"Right Over the Hill from the College"

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE

213 Zion Street

We carry a complete line of DRUGS, SUNDRIES, STATIONERY, CANDY, SODA, ETC.

We Invite Your Patronage.
To smoke wisely and well, choose Camels

There's an irresistible reason for choosing this famous cigarette. Not for its popularity alone, but for that superior quality that produces it.

Camel wins its prestige with modern smokers by forthright value. It is rolled of the finest tobaccos that money can buy, and its blending is the taste and fragrance triumph of tobacco science.

The Camel smoker is tobacco fit. He has the best, with no snipping or denial of cost. There are no four-wheel brakes on Camel; no brakes at all. It is full speed ahead, straight for quality.

Select Camel for smoking pleasure, and you'll join distinguished company. Particular, modern smokers have elected it on the principle of superiority.

"Have a Camel!"

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.